Experimental and theoretical investigation of the temperature dependent electronic quenching of O(1D) atoms in collisions with Kr.
The kinetics and dynamics of the collisional electronic quenching of O(1D) atoms by Kr have been investigated in a joint experimental and theoretical study. The kinetics of quenching were measured over the temperature range 50-296 K using the Laval nozzle method. O(1D) atoms were prepared by 266 nm photolysis of ozone, and the decay of the O(1D) concentration was monitored through vacuum ultraviolet fluorescence at 115.215 nm, from which the rate constant was determined. To interpret the experiments, a quantum close-coupling treatment of the quenching transition from the 1D state to the 3Pj fine-structure levels in collisions with Kr, and also Ar and Xe, was carried out. The relevant potential energy curves and spin-orbit coupling matrix elements were obtained in electronic structure calculations. We find reasonable agreement between computed temperature-dependent O(1D)-Rg (Rg = Ar, Kr, Xe) quenching rate constants and the present measurements for Kr and earlier measurements. In particular, the temperature dependence is well described.